Total of 31 sessions across 8 topics

- Emerging Technology in Extraordinary Times with Carl Kinson, DXC Technology
- Let’s Get Digital - Innovation in Insurance with Hélène Stanway, AXA XL
- Inside AI and Machine Learning with Derek Abramovitch, Ascend Digital
- Influencing Change with Katherine Bryant, The Progress Partnership
- London Matters 2020 Briefing with Clare Lebecq, LMG
- Design Thinking Workshop with Caroline Bedford, DXC Technology
- Delegate Special: Breakfast with Nick Line, Chief Actuary & Director of Underwriting Operations at Markel International
- Pitching Pyramid with Katherine Bryant, The Progress Partnership

“Definitely one of the best virtual meetings I’ve attended!”

“It is amazing how quickly the Digital Minds team managed to switch to a complete digital environment”

“A great opportunity to learn, network and create!”

31 unique educational sessions

Delegates have spent an average of 10 hours taking part in Digital Minds Sessions

7 Advisory Board Hangouts
Delegate’s Digital Minds Initiatives

- **INSURANCE 2030**
  The DXC Digital Minds Movement

- Attracting New Talent
  - iXplainer

- Continued Professional Development
  - Network of Networks
  - Secondment Programme

- Repository for Translated Wordings

- Standardised Data

- Encouraging Diverse Recruitment

- Automation and Sharing of Data

- Lockdown Experience

- [Alexa]

- Delegate’s Digital Minds

- Straight-through Processing

- [DXC technology]